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ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION 
AND ARID 
LANDS 

Mark Speece, 
Office of Arid Lands Studies, 

University of Arizona 
and 

M. Justin Wilkinson, 
Department of Geography, 

University of Chicago 

For the past two years the Office of 
Arid Lands Studies at the University 
of Arizona has been compiling hand-
books on natural resource develop-
ment and environmental problems in 
a number of developing countries, 
mainly in arid regions of the world. 
This project is sponsored jointly by 
the United States Committee of the 
UNESCO Man and the Biosphere Pro-
gramme (MAB) and the United States 
Agency for International Development 
(USAID). The project represents the 
fi rst stages of an attempt by USAID to 
integrate an environmental aware-
ness into development planning. 

/D A substantial proportion of develop-
I"'T../ ment projects have had and continue 

to have adverse effects upon the envi- gions of Africa, the Middle East, and 
ronment, and USAID projects are no South Asia have been compiled. Natu-
exception. lt represents a major ad- ral resources of each country, partic-
vance in the field of development ac- ularly mineral, water, soils, vegetation, 
tivity that within the last decade such and wildlife, are surveyed; more fm-
difficulties finally have been recog- portantly, the management and use of 
nized, and steps are being taken to these resources are reviewed. Specif-
rectify them. ic current and potential problems are 

The handbooks, or more accurately identified to show which areas are or 
"environmental profiles", prepared may become ·most critical in terms of 
through the MAB project, are envi- environmental degradation. 
sioned as the first part of a mote thor- The most common environmental 
ough analysis of resource and problems found in every country pro-
resource management, environmental filed in the MAB project are degrada- Ef7 
problems, and · ·the ·interrelation of tion of ·natural vegeta,tion cover, 
these with development planning. To · severe soil erosion, depletion of water 
date, environmental profiles on more supplies, and a number of 
than a dozen countries in the arid re- environment-related health problems. 

Northern Niger. Photo: J. Johnson, Office of Arid Lands Studies 
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A nomadic family near Agadez. Niger. Note the barren landscape. Photo:J. Johnson, Office of Arid Lands Studies 

.I In most arid areas, expansion of agri- choice between starvation or actions 
culture depends upon the develop- to increase food production even at . 

: , ment of newly irrigated perimeters, the 'expense of degradation of the 
:' and such projects usually lead to in- environment. (f) 

creased soil and water salinity. Coun- Making such choices sometimes in-
l tries with irrigation schemes volves institutions at the national level 

· · from great r1vers, such as the N1le and in many countries, to the extent that 
· i/D Indus, also have to contend with environmental degradation is, in a 
. !r:J-.1 waterlogging of productive soils. actually planned. lt is well 
· Overpumping of ground-water aqui- known, for instance, that massive irri-

' fers results in declining water tables, gation projects' may well lead to soil 
and sea-water intrusion in coastal salinization and waterlogging, deple-
areas. These types of physical prob- tion of ground-water resources, or in-
lem·s, if not countered, usually lead to creased incidence of certa in dis-
desertification, which in economic eases. However, the alternative of not 
terrns loss of productive land 11 initiating such. projects and thereby 
and thus a decreas1ng productive courtmg mass1ve food shortages is 
capacity. · . not an acceptable solution. 

Physical aspects of environmental Such perspectives may not be 
problems are covered in great detail readily apparent from analysis of the 
in recent research on and discussion situation in individual countries. The 

1 of desertification, including recent trend becomes strikingly clear, how-

l issyes of Desertification Control. By ever, when it is seen in nearly every 
/f\. contrast. the socio-economic and in- country profiled. The tour cases briefly 
Id? st1tUt1onal factors behmd these prob- reviewed here were chosen to 
I lems have received much less atten- demonstrate that similar institutional 

lion. While 1t may be noted that over- factors are beh1nd a w1de range of dif-
{1, grazing or land reclamation for agri - ferent desertification processes, at 

CL!Iture are two of the major factors in local, regional, and national levels. 
· depletion of vegetative cover and are 
th'us factors in soil erosion, the Rangeland Degradation in the 
tendency has been simply to blame West African Sahel 

li the ignorance of the farmer or herds-
man for the problem. However, farm-'fB ers and herdsmen are quite often per- One of the chief causes of rangeland 

I fectly well aware of the detrimental et- degradation cited in desertification lit-
feels of many of their actions. Tradi - erature is overgrazing. The standard 

. (j1 tional land-use systems were usually l lexplanation of the process is very fa-
well adapted to fragile ecosystems m11iar by now. The general outrine is 
and caused minimum damage to that pastoralists increase herd size 

1 them. Very often rapid population beyond the carrying capacity of the 
1 / '[).. growth and the intrusion of modern available range resources. The ani-
.t1J factors d1srupt trad1t1onal systems, mals consume forage vegetation 
· leaving the inhabitants with the faster than it can regenerate, and 

eventually inedible or no vegetation 
remains. With degraded ground 
cover, soil erosion becomes serious 
and any chance of restoring the range 
becomes remote because of massive 
topsoil loss. 

A ·common variation presents 
nomads clustering at wells . during 
times of drought, concentrating their 
herds in the areas around the wells. 
The range deterioration in the ·local 
areas centred on wells proceeds and 
these individual areas of devastation 
gradually expand and link up. 

lt is difficult to criticize this general 
model. The process has been exam-
ined in the Sahel and elsewhere 
countless times over the last several 
decades, and it does, in fact, usually 
proceed as outlined. However, the 
question is why the process happens. 
Is it really, as many have asserted, be-
cause the pastoral economy places 
such a high value on animal own-
ership that herders wish to go on ac-
cumulating animals even to the detri-
ment of the environment? Should we 
believe that because most nomadic 
societies traditionally lack the con-
cept of private land ownership, they 
think only of their own herd and do not 
care if the range vegetation is deplet-
ed? This kind of approach seems to r7 
be rather unproductive, a kind of V 
"blame the victim for the crime' o 
concept 

The most useful approach seems to @ 
be an examination of the pastoral 
economy over time to determire 
whether · pastoralism has always 
brought about the kind of rangeland 

, degradation j,.yhich we see today. 
These pastoral ·economies have exist- Ef) 
ed in the Sahel for millennia. lt is not 
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An erosion gulley in a sorghum field, Lesotho. Photo: J. Wilkinson 

likely, therefore, that the Sahel has s istence agriculture, and pastoral 
t1) seen throughout history the kind of economy under the impact of the 

serious environmental degradation world market economy. As the cash 
which it has witnessed in the penetrated, farmers had to 
eth century. Historically, several of shift to cash crops in order to ra ise the 
the most prosperous African king- necessary money to pay taxes or to 
doms, including Ghana, Mali, and buy what they formerly obtained 
Songhay, arose in the Sahel. Their through barter. In many cases cash 
economies were based on long-@cropping, particularly in the case of 
distance trade, agriculture, and pas- peanuts, was imposed by the colonial 
toralism, each sector mutually regime to meet outside needs. To in-
interdependent. crease cash income, and to maintain 

More importantly, agriculture and food production levels, farmers were 
pastoralism were in balance with forced to expand cultivation into 
ecological conditions ; rangeland marginal areas, even though they usu-tP degradation seems only to have been ally knew quite well that these areas 
a problem at a few specific times. lt is were not well suited in the long run to 
intriguing that these times are pre- cultivation. Such expansion brought 
cisely those periods of chaos degradation, but failure to 
which one state collapses eventually expand meant less food to feed the 
to be replaced by a successor. In fam ily and less cash to provide other 
other words, these periods of critical family needs. To farmers living at the 

(!j ecological degradation coinc ide with subsistence level, this cash or 
periods of severe social and econom- food often translated tnto the dtf-
ic disruption. ference betwen survival or starvation. 

The current ecological problems in (B Pastoral nomads also lived at a sub-
the Sahel can also be viewed as oc- sistence level, and the necessity of 
curring during one of these periods of paying taxes and buying supplies in 
severe economic upheaval. The cash meant expansion for them also. 
Sahel throughout the twentieth cen- Expansion to the pastoral ist, of 
tury has witnessed the gradual d is- course, translated into increased herd 

(9 integration of its traditional trade, sub- size. This in itself would have upset 
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the delicate balance between herding 
and the environment, but changes in 
other traditional sectors also had 
direct impacts on pastoral ists. With (jJ 
trade increasingly monopolized by 
Europeans, even the meagre incomes 
derived from the caravan trade were 
cut off. With crop production convert-
ing to cash crops for the European I 
market, fodder prices inflated rapidly. 
Such factors increased the need to 
expand herd size. At the same time, d3t 
agriculture expanded into the areas ('./ 
where the nomad used to pasture his 
animals, and he, too, had to move his 
larger herd to areas which were more 
arid and less suited to grazing. 

Sometimes wells would be drilled 
in the more arid regions to provide 
drinking water for livestock. Of 
course, the nomads began to concen-
trate their herds around such wells, 
bring ing even more rapid range dete-
rioration in local areas. Planners 
began to wring their hands and 
wonder about the irresponsibility of 
the pastoralists. Should anyone, how-
ever, have expected the nomad to 
take his herd off into the desert to die 
of thirst? 

The traditional herder is not the cul-
prit. He knows perfectly well that the ? · 
areas he has been forced into cannot • 
sustain large numbers of animals in 
the long run. That is why he was not 
normally found in these areas until 
forced out of zones where pastoralism 
was economically and ecologically 
sustainable. 

Soil Erosion in Lesotho 

Some of the worst soil erosion prob-
lems in southern Africa are encoun-
tered in Lesotho, a small landlocked 
count1 y of 1.2 m ill ion people sur-
rounded on all sides by South Africa. 
The eastern portion of the country 
consists of high mountain ranges, 
reaching over 3,000 m in places. Al-
though the eastern escarpment may 
receive up to 2,000 mm of rainfall 
annually, the intermontane valleys are 
comparat ively dry and most of 
Lesotho falls within the sub-humid 
and semi-arid zones. The major popu-
lation centres are in the western low-
lands, an area of around 700 mm 
annual rainfall and prone to drought. 

The basis for Lesotho's current 
status can traced back to 1868, 

' when the nation's fi rst leader sought 
and obtained British protection 
against the encroachment of white 
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settlers to the west. As a result. Euro-
peans were never welcome in the 
country and · traditional land tenure 
systems remained fairly intact. Land 
ownership is vested in the king and is 
held in trust for the Basotho, who are 
primarily a pastoral and agricultural 
people. Chiefs and subchiefs allocate 
agricultural land, tradit ionally 
designating three fields to each 
household head. pasture-
land is open to all. . 
· When Lesotho became a British 

protectorate, however, it was forced 
to cede the western half of the trad i-
tional Basotho homeland to 
settlers. (The west bank of the Cale-
don River is. now termed 'the con-
quered territory' by the Basotho.) This 
VJaS the beginning of a long-term 
trenq experienced in much of Africa. 
As colonialism and European settle-. 
ment became established, land short-

J 1 . 

ages became acute for the traditional 
shifting agriculture and pastoralism 
of the country, On the remaining land, 
a vicious cycle was set in motion : 
overpopulation, intensification of land 
use, and progressive loss of soil pro-
ductivity. The land was less and less 
able to support the increasing pres-
sure on it, and masses of Basotho 
were forced into migrant labour, sup-
plying the growing industries and 
mines of South Africa. 

One result of the forced cession of 
territory west of Caledon was the mi-
gration of many Basotho to the re-
maining areas of Lesotho. By the 
1880l:l PORUiation ·pressures in the 
western low!ands of !he country were 
mounting, and people were forced to 
seek land in the _ previously very 
sparsely populated highlands, partic-
ularly the Orange River Valley. South 
African laws in 1912 and after 1950 

which aimed at repatriating Basotho 
remaining in European areas, only 
added to Lesotho's population 
problems. 

By the mid 1970s, Lesotho's pop-
ulation density was 59/sq km, far 
above densities in surrounding areas 
(South Africa : 33/sq km) . Only about 
3 per cent of the population was 
urban, so the vast majority of Basotho 
are still in the rural sectors (although 
not all work in agriculture; some mi-
grate for employment to South 
Africa). In recent years Lesotho has 
experienced high unemployment 
rates as there is no longer available 
land to support the population in agri-
culture or pastoralism. Approximately 
10 per cent of all Basotho households 
have no arable land at all, and the 
average number of fields per house-
hold of landholders is down to 2.3 
from the traditional 3. 

Aeri'l view of the Drakensberg Mountains showing the scars of soil erosion. 
Photo: T. Fine her, WFP 

Soil and pasture productivity has 
continued to fall as a result of this in-
tensification of use. Already in the 
1930s one survey estimated that the 
carrying capacity of the country's 
natural pastures had been reduced to 
half of what it was formerly. In agricul-
ture, fallow periods have been re-
duced or eliminated, md'noculture 
cultivation has increased, and the use 
of dung as fertilizer has declined as 
fuel needs increased. New fields have 
had to be created to replace those 

· · whose soil had been exhausted. The 
"' only areas now available for new 

fields are pn lands which are steep 
and highly prone to erosion. · 
. Lesotho . has . declared the ·. creation 

of such new fields ·illegal. However, 
enforcement is nearly ·impossiple and 
the process continues,: exacerbating ' 
the country's ' problems . . 

. Nearly half of ·all . cultivated area's ' 
suffer erosion, and about ' 12 ·per cent · 
show severe erosion. 1t is estimated 
that sheet erosion causes the loss of · 
70 metric tons of top soil annually per 
hectare of arable land. Gully erosion . 
has already caused the permanent . 
loss of 4 per cent of Lesotho's cultivat• ) 
ed land, and the country losing ari ·: 

' additional one per cent- every! foyr :: 
years to new gullies or the widening · 
of old ones. This translates into a Joss 
of about 1,000 hectares each year. 
The cycle of reduced productivity, the 
addition of new fields and increased · 
erosion has resulted in the total cul-
tivated .in Lesotho remaining 
relatively constant. 
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Pasture lands have also suffered. 
Normal carrying capacities would re-
quire about 4 million hectares of 
rangeland for Lesotho's 500,000 
cattle, 1.2 million sheep and 600,000 
goats. Unfortunately, the country has 
only about one million hectares of 
grazing land available. This over-
stocking has resulted in severe deple-
tion of vegetative cover throughout 
much of Lesotho, and invasion of 
many areas by semi-arid land shrubs 
from the Karroo Desert to the south-
west. These shrubs are of little use for 
grazing, and furthermore, do little to 
bind soil in countering erosion. 

A related phenomenon, found exclu-
sively in the highlands, is the desicca-
tion and erosion of peat bogs which 
occupy valley heads in the major 
ranges. These brilliant green bogs act 
as convenient watering places for 
livestock and therefore have suffered 
excessive trampling. The resulting 
compaction caused the bogs to dry 
out and they became prone to defla-
tion by high winds. The reservoir 
capacity of these ·sponges· is greatly 

reduced, and downstream areas are 
subjected to more · intense flood 
peaks, lower dry-season flows, and in-
creased silt loads in stream flow, all of 
which aggravate problems already 
occurring. 

Lesotho, then, was· ·forced into its 
present position partly by the direct 
application of outside political power 
over the last century. The farmers and 
herders did not choose to be crowded 
into a small country where they would 
have nowhere to go except onto 
steep, easily erodible, inhospitable 
mountains. · 

Local Agricultural Development 
and Desertification in Southern 
Arabia 

Physical conditions in the Yemen 
Arab Republic (YARl and the Sultan-
ate of Oman have given rise to a wide 
variety of agricultural organizations. 
In the YAR, traditional systems in the 
Tihama coastal plain are based upon 
spate irrigation which diverts flood 

flow in the wad is traversing the coas-., ·· 
tal plain. These floods normally 
only a .few times a year at best, during·1 ·. 
the rarny season. Flood flow is cap-
tured by means of an elaborate net-· 
work of weirs and barrages and 
directed by canals to fields lying . 
along the wadi course. ! 

In highlands, the most distinc-:: 
tive feature of Yemeni agriculture has 

been. the terrace. ,They · 
compnse numerous, small, hand-' 
constructed plots of flat land on steep 
mountain slopes. Terraces trap rai'n-
fall, and receive and retain runoff from 
upslope areas. They may be 
ed or used for grazing. In either case 
terraces allow production in Yemen's 
arid highlands which would otherwise 
go unused. 

While the two major agricultural 
systems of the YAR are based upon 
the capture of surface runoff tradi-

agriculture in Oman 
ground water. Again in Oman there 
are .two main types of irrigation. In the 
Bat1nah coastal plain, shallow hand-
dug wells are the primary source of 
irrigation. Draft animals draw water 

The water table is so near the surface at Mohenio Daro that capillary action carries water up into the bricks of the ancient site, and 
evaporation leaves behind salt. Photo: M. Mahar, Dept. of Oriental Studies, Univ. of Arizona 
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by means of a hoist and bucket. and 
the water is dumped into a basin and 
channeled to fields or gardens. 

In the interior of the country most 
irrigation water is obtained by means 
of a falaj (plural atlaJ) . One kind, 
called the ghayl falaj, uses a low 
bund or a short collector gallery to 
divert the perennial flow below the 
gravel surface of a wadi. Water is 
channeled to terraced or cleared 

along the wadi. The second 
kind, called a qanat falaj, rs also 
known under a variety of names in 
other regions from North Africa to 
western China. lt consists of horizon-
tal tunnels dug into alluvial fans to tap 
.the water table. A vertical shaft ' is 
sunk first to verify the existence of a 
suitable shallow aquifer, then . the 
tunnel is excavated. Additional verti-
cal shafts are used for ventilation,' 
cleansing and maintenance. 

These widely differing systems in' 
Yemen and Oman have in common 
the fact that they are quite compatible 
with the arid eonditions under which 
they have evolved. Spate systems, for 
example, utilize only flood water 

Building a main drainage canal along the banks of the Nile within view of the Valley of the 
Kings, Egypt. Part of an Irrigation system financed by the World Food Programme. Photo: 
FA()-WFP . 

which would otherwise flow into the Neither Yemen nor Oman has any usually subsidizes pump purchases, 
Construction of a terrace system comprehensive regulation on water and well -drilling projects are a major 

prevents soil erosion, and by pumps, and the result is that water part of most government agricultural · 
runoff, allows more water to mf1ltrate drqp rapidly. In interior Oman, schemes. Descriptions of planned 
to water tables. Water is not extracted this leads to ttw. of !llany at/a/, projects even include the acknowl-
from the shall a'« wells of the Batinah so . that · purnps are re- edgement that intrusion or 
rapidly enou'gh· to deplete water quiJed. "plains of both dried :up aflaj will result. The govern-
tables. tap ?nly renewable shal- is well aware :that such policies 
low aqu1fers for h1gh quality water. trus1011 of The aqUifer long·-term to the environ-

191 ·The systems also have the common becomes ·· polluted with salt water • . ment; but short-term prpblems require 
'<::'' that all are fairly labour inten- soils become salinized, the land loses a ,response, . and . the ,: .international 

sive. In recent decades both Yemen its capacjty for agricultural produc- community has notyet come up wi th 
and Oman have seen massive migra- tion, and the qesert moves in. Along any better solutions., 
tion out of rural areas. Not surprisingly, the Batinah coast in Oman, for exam- · ... ' .. :. . , 
the1• traditional labour-intensive sys- pie, date palm groves are dying be- Large-Scale Rivedrr'igation ; i 
tem·s have pegun to break down. Di- cause of salinizedwater, even though Projects: Egypt an'd Pakistar' 
version systems are f'!Ot maintained the date palm is a relatively salt toler-
and are eventually washed out or ant tree. , . : In both Egypt and Pakistan 
·clogged. Terraces deteriorate and W . ht bl ·.th. : mas which we have noted can be . 

. 1 . e ·m1g ame . e Ignorance or · d b th t' · 1 1· · · 1 can no longer p!event. so.' eros1on. the selfishness ·of the farmer who exarnme est at . e na .1ona eve , 
ent1re goes off to work and leaves his land Large-scale irrigatior\ projects ion 

of productive to the desert. Can we really fault him, Nile and the Indus rivers have been 
Th1s. leads t.o mcreased floodmg however, for wanting a share of the the basis of agricultural development 
sed1mentat1on downstream, wh1ch benefits of modernization along with in these two countries. The key 'to 
reinforces the decline there. The flow the rest of the world? Should we desert reclamation schemes in Egypt 
of af/aj declines as they deteriorate, blame farmers who use pumps? lt is was the Aswan High Dam which was 
and land irrigated by them goes out of well known that pumps induce prob- put in use in 1960. By 1981, the dam 
production. lems with water quality and declining had enabled Egypt to add over 1.2. 

The introduction of labour-saving water tables. Without a pump, howev- million feddans (1 feddan = 0.46 hec-. 
technology may only" compound the er, farmers often cannot irrigate at all tare) to its cultivated area. lt also al-

l ID, pro. blem. For example, tractors are im- because the traditional irrigation sys- !owed for conyersion to perennial irri-
! '<Y parted, and these damage field- terns no longer function. 'gation, which means that fields can 

containing walls .. The worst offender, These dilemmas have reached the be cropped two or even three times 
® however; is the modern water pump. national level. Oman, for example, annually. These increases have re-
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and some lands· have been·· aban· · 
doned. In the region of Kor:n Ombo in. 
Upper Egypt, for example, .the ratio of fa , 
new land irrigated to rand loSt to j:>t'o-
duction is .. :::ft.-
. Waterlogg1ng and. salln1zatiot1 

oc'cur because tnore',frequenf 'ir[iga< 
tion and extensioti1 ci(tfie canal ne 
work allows' vastly 
from 'canals as Welf as increased infi), 

the surface of .the 11eiria wHere... 
ar.e . e:a· : > 

·''i · .. T' o·1·d·" · 'tl_,l···- · .. :. 
· ",<41 1,, ' .. -l' ./{rf'.' 

. Egypt1an response , m: tecent 
·· . 

1ng canals to prevent seepage and ·lh•l 
stafliQQ :drainage tiles.below 1 
faces ,. to• facilitate dralnage.-J!These . · 
programmes .are , -.l , 

finar1c; ; · 
in g. The problems,, . 
which accompanied the; Aswan . 
and subsequent . irrigation develop; 
l')'lent ,. were ,. actually . predicted. by, 

d,am .. ilt/ i. 
anti a.Jew, suggesteclbeforehand that1 

of the 1rngat1pn expansior , 
gramme from the start. The 

i tions were borne out ih the 
'·· rsCiaimed but irrigation 

nevertheless went forward.1. . 

· _ 
· QUicl< In p_olnting 
· Egypt the apparent folly b( its a 
· it. ·be ""'"'"'"""• 

·.·questi.oriiof 

-· · ;r;g fHat ' 
nnr<lliTinn, wciald be 

• trave s 
·war.ni h •. 
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